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Hello!



Mayan Festival Traditions
Ancient Mayans had some very strange ideas about 

beauty. 
To achieve these ideas they would begin at a very young 

age. 
They pressed boards into the heads of infants to create  

flatter foreheads. And even dangled objects above 
their cribs to give them crossed eyes.



When did the Mayan Civilization start?
Origins of the Ancient Mayan Civilization. Much of Mayan 

history is shrouded in mystery. It is believed today  
that the Mayan people began to settle in the  

Yucatan area of what is now Mexico between 2600 BC 
and 1800 BC. As the centuries rolled on, their  

culture and religion developed.



Mayans have many types of food but their famous food is  
Maize(corn), sweet potato and chilies.

Mayan Food



What were Mayans famous for?
The Mayan is a Mesoamerican civilization, noted for Mayan 
script, the only known fully developed writing system of the 
pre-Columbian Americas, as well as for its art, architecture, 

and mathematical and astronomical systems. ... The 
Ancient Mayan developed the science of astronomy, 

calendar systems and hieroglyphic writing.



What are famous Mayan buildings? 
The Mayan Civilization is famous for its architecture. Many 
city-states built large palaces, pyramids, and other public 
buildings that are still standing today. The buildings were 
covered with carvings and statues to honor their gods as 

well as to commemorate their kings.



Mayan Population 

Classic Mayan Civilization grew to some 40 cities, including 
Tikal, Copán, Dos Pilas and Río Bec; each city held a 

population of between 5 thousand and 5 million people. At 
its peak, the Mayan population may have reached 2 million.



by Lucius

The Roman 
Empire 



When did the Roman Empire exist?

The Roman Empire started in 27 BC and ended in 
395 AD.



Where was the Roman Empire?

The Roman Empire started in the village of Latini 
and spread out to cover most of Europe and part 

of North Africa.



What famous buildings were in the Roman 
Empire?

The famous buildings were the Colosseum,  
Valentino and Bulgaria.



What was the Roman Empire famous 
for?

The Romans were the first to have money that 
could be used across the Empire.



They also invented toilets and bathrooms. 
This helped to keep the cities clean and tidy 
because before the streets were dirty and 

smelly.



Any famous or important 
inventions?

The Roman Empire invented newspapers. These 
helped give important information about what 

was happening around the Empire.



Any interesting traditions or 
culture?

The Roman Empire had some interesting, 
scary, and unusual traditions such as they 
divided people into groups based on their 

lifestyles.



Hello everyone. Today I am talking about  the Ancient 
Egyptian Civilization.
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The Egyptian Civilization started in 5500 BC and it 
ended in 334 BC .

When did the Egyptian Civilization start and end ?
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Where is the Egyptian civilization?

Ancient Egypt was an ancient civilization of North Eastern 
Africa. It was located along the lower Nile River which is 
now the modern country of Egypt.



What did they wear?

Looking nice and being clean was very important to the Egyptians. 
Almost everyone, men and women, wore jewelry of some type. The 
rich wore jewelry made of gold and silver, while the poorer people 
used coppers. Because was so hot, most people wore white linen 
clothes. Men wore kilts and women wore a straight dress.



What did they invent? 

They invented the toothbrush and toothpaste. 
Their bread had so much grit and sand in it, they had a lot 
of problems with their teeth. They invented the toothbrush 
and toothpaste in an effort to take care of their teeth. They 
used a wide variety of ingredients to make their toothpaste 
including ashes, eggshells, and even ground up ox hooves.



What did they invent? 
They invented hieroglyphics. 

One of the most important inventions of the Ancient Egyptians was writing. 
They wrote in hieroglyphics. You can learn more about hieroglyphics here. 
Writing allowed the Egyptians to keep accurate records and maintain control 
of their large empire.  



What did they invent?

With the Nile River playing a major role in the lives of the Egyptians, 
building ships was a big part of their technology. They originally built small 
boats from papyrus reeds, but later began to build large ships from cedar 
wood imported from Lebanon.  



What did they invent?

All Egyptians wore makeup, even the men. They made a dark eye 
makeup called kohl from soot and other minerals. The makeup was a 
fashion statement, but it also had the side effect of protecting their 
skin from the hot desert sun. 



Where did they live? 

The average family lived in a village of sun baked mud 
houses. The houses were fairly small with few windows 
or furniture. They had flat roofs that the people would 

sleep on in the summer when it was too hot inside.



What did they eat?

Their main food was bread. They also had fruits, 
vegetables, lamb, and goats for food. They had clay 
ovens to cook in and usually used dishes made of 
clay. The main drink was beer made from barley.
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The Egyptian Civilization is famous for pyramids 
because  they put the Egyptian king's dead bodies 

inside .



Ancient Egyptian Monuments
Ancient Egypt is one of the world’s great civilizations.  During this incredible long era 
the ancient Egyptians produced some of the most famous monuments in the world 
of which many have survived the ages. Below is a list of the most amazing ancient 
Egyptian monuments.

Great Sphinx Red Pyramid

Pyramids of Giza Abu Simbel
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Thank you for listening.
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